Mr Smith: ryan.smith@dronfieldstonelow.derbyshire.sch.uk
Check with the adults in your house about using BBC iPlayer before you click the BITESIZE VIDEO links!

Work for Y3
Week 1

If you would like to share
any work, please send via
email. We would love to
see what you are doing.

Complete tasks
in any order:

1

2

3

4

5

Maths

Represent numbers to 100
CLICK HERE
Learn how to show numbers up to
100 in different ways.
This lesson includes:
one video
one slideshow
two activities

Count in 2s
CLICK HERE
Learn how to count in twos from 0
to 50.
This lesson includes:
one video
three activities

Count in 5s
CLICK HERE
Learn how to count in fives from 0
to 50.
This lesson includes:
one video
three activities

Count in 10s
CLICK HERE
Learn how to count in tens from 0
to 100.
This lesson includes:
two videos
a learning summary
three activities

English

Adding description to your writing
CLICK HERE
To use adjectives in descriptive
writing.
This lesson includes:
a video to help you understand
what adjectives are
three activities

Partitioning into tens and one
CLICK HERE
Learn how to partition numbers
into tens and ones using a place
value chart and a part-whole
model.
This lesson includes:
one video
three activities
Describing characters
CLICK HERE
To describe favourite characters
and and create a character of your
own.
This lesson includes:
an introduction to characters in
stories
three activities

Writing descriptive sentences
CLICK HERE
To use adjectives (describing
words) and joining words to create
descriptive sentences.
This lesson includes:
one video about using adjectives
and expanded noun phrases in your
writing
three activities

Handwriting: forming letters
correctly
CLICK HERE
To identify the four different letter
types and be able to form them
correctly.
This lesson includes:
four videos that look at letter
formation
three activities

Reading

Read anything you wish for
pleasure.
(20 minutes)

Read independently in a
comfortable place.
(20 minutes)

Exploring description
CLICK HERE
To explore how writers create
interesting description, using the
book George's Marvellous
Medicine by Roald Dahl.
This lesson includes:
two videos of TV presenter Karim
Zeroual reading extracts from the
book
three activities
Read with someone else or listen to
someone read to you.
(20 minutes or as long as you
want to)

Read something online that
interests you.
(20 minutes)

Listen to someone read a story to
you.
(20 minutes)

Stay active

It’s JUMP START JONNY TIME
CLICK HERE
There are three free energizer
videos to dance along to…do them
all!!

SUPER MOVERS DAY
Choose any 3 videos to watch, but
make sure you start with this one
😉 CLICK HERE
Then choose the rest from HERE

GAMES DAY
Have a go at recreating some of
these ‘Minute to Win it’ games as
seen on this great YouTube
channel!
CLICK HERE

WALK THE WALK
Today you should organise a walk
with your family. It doesn’t have to
be a long walk, just something to
get you out of the house for a bit.

FITNESS DAY
Aim to complete a workout for
your body!
You can either make up your own
routine, or use something from
YouTube like THIS.

Wellbeing
task or
free choice

With permission, use either
YouTube or a music streaming
service to find your favourite pop
song – dance along to the music as
actively as you can!

Sit quietly in a comfortable place
for 10 minutes. Close your eyes,
feel your body resting on the
surface and think about a happy
memory.
BBC BITESIZE DAILY VIDEO
(English – Instructions, Geography Rivers w/Mr Smith)

Write a short story about this 6
word headline:

Spend extra time on Prodigy
Maths. I’ve set up some revision
work on adding and subtracting!

Make a poster about your favourite
book.

BIRDS AT WAR – DUCK FOR COVER
BBC BITESIZE DAILY VIDEO
(Science –Magnets, Art – Picasso
w/Mr Smith)

BBC BITESIZE DAILY VIDEO
(Writing and Wellbeing)
BBC BITESIZE DAILY VIDEO
(Maths – Fractions w/Gary Linekar,
Music - Rhythm

Mr Smith: ryan.smith@dronfieldstonelow.derbyshire.sch.uk
Check with the adults in your house about using BBC iPlayer before you click the BITESIZE VIDEO links!

Work for Y3
Week 2

If you would like to share
any work, please send via
email. We would love to
see what you are doing.

Complete tasks
in any order:

1

2

3

4

5

Maths

Order objects and numbers
CLICK HERE
Learn how to compare and order
objects and numbers with up to
three digits.
This lesson includes:
two videos
one worksheet
one interactive activity
Describing a setting
CLICK HERE
To learn what settings are and how
to describe them in your writing.
This lesson includes:
one video about how to write a
setting description
three activities

10 more and 10 less
CLICK HERE
Learn how to find 10 more and 10
less of a given 2-digit number.
This lesson includes:
one video
two interactive activities

Add two-digit numbers
CLICK HERE
Learn how to add two-digit
numbers (for example 12 + 27 = 39
or 45 + 23 = 68).
This lesson includes:
one video
two activities

Checking for mistakes
CLICK HERE
Learn how to find mistakes in
writing and correct them.
This lesson includes:
a video about identifying errors
three activities

Using adjectives
CLICK HERE
To identify and use adjectives in
creative writing.
This lesson includes:
a video to help you understand
what describing words (adjectives)
are
three activities

Fact families - addition and
subtraction bonds to 20
CLICK HERE
Learn how part whole models can
be used to understand fact
families.
This lesson includes:
two videos
two activities
Identifying verbs
CLICK HERE
To understand what verbs are and
be able use them in your writing.
This lesson includes:
two videos to help you understand
verbs
three activities

Read with someone else or listen to
someone read to you.
(20 minutes or as long as you
want to)

Read something online that
interests you.
(20 minutes)

Listen to someone read a story to
you.
(20 minutes)

Reading

Read anything you wish for
pleasure.
(20 minutes)

Numbers to 100 in numerals and
words
CLICK HERE
Learn how to write the numbers 1100 in numerals and words. For
example '30' and 'thirty'.
This lesson includes:
one catch-up quiz
one learning summary
Creating characters
CLICK HERE
To explore how characters are
created and write a character
description.
This lesson includes:
one video about creating
characters
one video of ex-England player
Eniola Aluko reading an extract
from Matilda by Roald Dahl
three activities
Read independently in a
comfortable place.
(20 minutes)

Stay active

It’s JUMP START JONNY TIME
CLICK HERE
There are three free energizer
videos to dance along to…do them
all!!

SUPER MOVERS DAY
Choose any 3 videos to watch, but
make sure you start with this one
😉 CLICK HERE
Then choose the rest from HERE

GAMES DAY
Make up an obstacle course using
everyday items from your house.
(Get permission from an adult
before you do though! – in fact, get
them to do the course too!)

WALK THE WALK
Today you should organise a walk
with your family. It doesn’t have to
be a long walk, just something to
get you out of the house for a bit.

FITNESS DAY
Aim to complete a workout for
your body!
You can either make up your own
routine, or use something from
YouTube like THIS.

Wellbeing
task or
free choice

If you haven’t yet done so, watch
the latest episode of Mr Smith’s
Lockdown on YouTube!
CLICK HERE

Sit quietly in a comfortable place
for 10 minutes. Close your eyes,
feel your body resting on the
surface and think about a happy
memory.

Write a short story about this 4
word headline:

Spend time on playing a game of
your choice

Spend some time outside and
make a list of things you can
see/hear/smell or play outside.

English

DUCKS OUT FOR REVENGE!

